Year 8 Sequencing

Autumn

Content

Rationale


Proportional Reasoning








Problem solving skills
Decision making






Currency conversion in
different countries and
exchange rates
Reading and interpreting a
map
Fluency with number
Decision making




Problem solving skills
Decision making



Pattern spotting, logical
skills and efficiency.
Data collection used for
statistical analysis.
Conduct experiments,
make observations and
draw conclusions







Representation

A key foundation to many of the other
topics taught this year
Ratio is a problematic topic for our
students so a strong understanding
developed early can be built upon and
linked to
Natural progression from previous
topic and allows connections to be
made between ratio and proportion

Links to Cultural Capital






Similar representations covered in ratio
Builds on prior learning in year 7 on
equivalence and multiplying and
dividing
Direct proportion discussed with
reference to currency. Explored more
explicitly here with links to algebra and
the equation of a line.
Preparation for work with algebra in the
spring term
Develop understanding of gradient
discussed in the cartesian plane.
In Year 7 the terms linear and nonlinear were discussed. This links to
sequences.
Non-linear line of best fit links to
drawing non-linear graphs (higher)




Year 8 Sequencing





Follows on from designing and drawing
tables in representing data, finding and
interpreting outcomes.
Application of fractions covered
previously
Building on from Year 7 work with sets
and probability with single events




Mathematical reasoning
Calculating risk

Year 8 Sequencing

Spring

Content

Rationale


Algebraic Techniques








Developing Number



Cultural Capital

Develop ideas from Year 7 on expanding
brackets and solving equations.
Provides the foundations for upcoming
topics.



Earlier work when plotting graphs is
developed using tables and patterns.
Previous topic involving algebra is
summarised.
Pupils are more familiar with a wider range
of notations hence the position here within
other algebra topics
Exploring previous notations in greater
depth, incorporating powers
Fractions






Use and application of
formulae
Understanding processes
Pattern spotting

Year 8 Sequencing

Reasoning with data

Developing Geometry

Summer

Content

Rationale

Cultural Capital

